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 Different Typees of Transformer 

There are various types of transformer used in the electrical power system for diferent 

purposes, like generaton, distributon and transmission and utliiaton of electrical power. 

 1)  Stepe upe and Stepe down Transformer

This type of transformer is categoriied on the basis of a number of turns in the primary and 

secondary windings and the induced emf.

 Step up transformer transforms a low voltage, high current AC into a high voltage, low 

current AC system In this type of transformer the number of turns in the secondary 

winding is greater than the number of turns in the primary winding. If (V2 > V1) the 

voltage is raised on the output side and is known as Step up transformer

 Step down transformer converts a high primary voltage associated with the low current 

into a low voltage, high current. With this type of transformer, the number of turns in 

the primary winding is greater than the number of turns in the secondary winding. If (V2

< V1) the voltage level is lowered on the output side and is known as Step down 

transformer

2) Power Transformer

The power transformers are used in the transmission networks of higher voltages. The ratngs 

of the power transformer are as follows 400 KV, 200 KV, 110 KV, 66 KV, 33 KV. They are mainly 

rated above 200 MVA. Mainly installed at the generatng statons and transmission substatons. 

They are designed for maximum efciency of 100%. They are larger in siie as compared to 

distributon transformer.                                                                                                                             

At a very high voltage, the power cannot be distributed to the consumer directly, so the power 

is stepped down to the desired level with the help of step-down power transformer. The 

transformer is not loaded fully hence the core loss takes place for the whole day, but the 

copper loss is based on the load cycle of the distributon network.If the power transformer is 

connected in the transmission network, the load fuctuaton will be very less as they are not 



connected at the consumer end directly, but if connected to the distributon network there will 

be fuctuatons in the load.

3) Distributon Transformer

This type of transformer has lower ratngs like 11 KV, 6.6 KV, 3.3 KV, 440 V and 230 V. They are 

rated less than 200 MVA and used in the distributon network to provide voltage 

transformaton in the power system by stepping down the voltage level where the electrical 

energy is distributed and utliied at the consumer end. The primary coil of the distributon 

transformer is wound by enamel coated copper or aluminum wire. A thick ribbon of aluminum 

and copper is used to make secondary of the transformer which is high current, low voltage 

winding. Resin impregnated paper and oil is used for the insulaton purpose.

4) Instrument Transformer

They are generally known as an isolaton transformer. Instrument transformer is an electrical 

device used to transform current as well as voltage level. The most common use of instrument 

transformer is to safely isolate the secondary winding when the primary has high voltage and 

high current supply so that the measuring instrument, energy meters or relays which are 

connected to the secondary side of the transformer will not get damaged.The instrument 

transformer is further divided into two types

 Current Transformer (CT)

 Potental Transformer (PT)

The current and potental transformer is explained below in detail

 Current Transformer  

The current transformer is used for measuring and also for the protecton. When the current in 

the circuit is high to apply directly to the measuring instrument, the current transformer is used

to transform the high current into the desired value of the current required in the circuit.      

The primary winding of the current transformer is connected in series to the main supply and 

the various measuring instruments like ammeter, voltmeter, watmeter or protectve relay 

coil.They have accurate, current rato and phase relaton to enable the meter accurately on the 

secondary side.The term rato has a great signifcance in CT.

 Potental Transformer    

The potental transformer is also called as the voltage transformer. The primary winding 

is connected across the High voltage line whose voltage is to be measured, and all the 

measuring instruments and meters are connected to the secondary side of the 



transformer. The main functon of the Potental transformer is to step down the voltage 

level to a safe limit or value. The primary winding of the potental transformer is earthed

or grounded as a safety point.

.5)  Dry Typee Transformer

A dry type transformer is a type of transformer which never uses any insulatng liquid where its 

winding or core are immerged in liquid. Rather, the windings and core are kept within a sealed 

tank that is pressuriied with air.

Typees of Dry Typee Transformers

1.Cast Resin Dry Typee Transformer (CRT)

Cast resin dry type transformer (CRT) is used in the high moisture prone areas. It is because of 

its primary and secondary windings are encapsulated with epoxy resin. This encapsulaton helps

to prevent moisture to penetrate to afect the winding material. Complete protecton is 

achieved by this cast resin encapsulaton so that the transformer can work without disrupton in

highly moisture prone area. Thus this transformer is non hygroscopic.

2.Vacuum Pressure Imperegnated Transformer (VPI)

This type of transformer is made with minimum fammable material as insulaton of windings. 

The windings of this transformer are made in foil or strip in a contnuous layer. But for higher 

voltages, the winding is made of disks that are connected in series or parallel as per power 

ratng with respect to voltage level.

The insulaton of the winding is void free impregnaton that is made with class H polyester 

resin. The primary and secondary winding with core are laced safely within a vacuum protectve

box. Moisture Ingress Protecton is high and it never gets afected by moisture.


